SEETROLLER is a wireless rechargeable camera system for forklifts that provides operators with a variety of views around the lift truck to increase productivity and safety. This essential tool is extremely easy to install and operate. The system can connect to the camera, mounted with a rechargeable battery pack, that can be placed on the carriage to view the fork position when the mast is extended, as well as anywhere else on the vehicle to ensure safety and lift precision. The camera is displayed with a split view on a single weatherproof 7” LCD screen.

**Features**

- Wireless connectivity (no wires running up/down the forklift mast)
- Provides operators with additional visibility to increase both safety and productivity
- Provides exceptionally clear picture with 7” weatherproof CD display that connects to vehicle power
- Monitor has switchable view function (up to 4 views on display)
- Night Vision technology to ensure visibility in low light conditions
- Can be mounted anywhere on the forklift
- Quick installation to any make or model forklift

**Problems Solved**

**Operator Safety:** Provides operators with additional visibility to increase both safety and productivity

**Difficult to See Pallet/Load Operation:** Provides operators with a clear view of the load and pallet

**Vehicle Damage:** Decreases abusive vehicle operation
Specifications/Certifications

LCD Display

Display  7” digital TFT LCD color monitor with Sun Visor
          Digital technology (faster transmission rate)
Size   7.8” X 5” X 1.1” [199 X 128 X 28mm]
Input Power  10 - 32VDC (converter available 36 - 80V)
Resolution  800RGB (H) X 480 (V) dot
Shock Rating  10G vibration rating for tough applications

Wireless Cameras

Sensor  1/3” 500TVL Color SHARP CMOS
Transmitter  Built-in 2.4GHz digital wireless transmitter, antenna
Waterproof  IP69K
Shockproof  10G Viewing angle: 130 degrees
Power  Rechargeable lithium ion battery
Switchbox on/off remote from FOB signal

Size
          SQUARE: 4.1” X 2.2” X 2.7” [104 X 57 X 60mm]
          METAL: 5” X 1” X 1.5” [127 X 24 X 36mm]
Endurance tested for:
          High and low temp shock
          Overvoltage reliability
          High shock reliability
          Vibration reliability
          Condensation, salt spray reliability